Infection of Neonatal Mice with Sindbis Virus Results in a Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome
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Laboratory strains of viruses may contain cell culture-adaptive mutations which result in significant quantitative and qualitative alterations in pathogenesis compared to natural virus isolates. This report suggests that this is the case with Sindbis virus strain AR339. A cDNA clone comprising a consensus sequence of Sindbis virus strain AR339 has been constructed (W. B. Klimstra, K. D. Ryman, and R. E. Johnston, J. Virol. 72:7357–7366, 1998). This clone (pTR339) regenerates a sequence predicted to be very close to that of the original AR339 isolate by eliminating several cell culture-adaptive mutations present in individual laboratory strains of the virus (K. L. McKnight et al., J. Virol. 70:1981–1989, 1996). It thus provides a unique reagent for study of the pathogenesis of Sindbis virus strain AR339 in mice. Neonatal mouse pathogenesis of virus (TR339) generated from the pTR339 clone was compared with that of virus from a cDNA clone of the cell culture-passaged laboratory AR339 strain, TRSB, and virus from a clone of a more highly cell culture-adapted strain, HRsp (Toto 50). The sequence of TRSB differs from the consensus at three coding positions, while Toto 50 differs at eight codons and one nucleotide in the 5’ nontranslated region. Both cell culture-adapted strains contain mutations associated with heparan sulfate (HS)-dependent attachment to cells (W. B. Klimstra, K. D. Ryman, and R. E. Johnston, J. Virol. 72:7357–7366, 1998). TR339 caused 100% mortality with an average survival time (AST) of 1.7 ± 0.25 days. While TRSB also caused 100% mortality, the AST was extended to 2.9 ± 0.52 days. The more extensively cell culture-adapted virus Toto 50 caused only 30% mortality with an AST extended to 11.0 ± 4.8 days. TRSB and TR339 induced high serum levels of alpha/beta interferon, gamma interferon, tumor necrosis factor alpha, interleukin-6, and corticosterone and induced pathology reminiscent of lipopolysaccharide-induced endotoxic shock, a type of systemic inflammatory response syndrome. However, the reduced intensity of this response in TRSB-infected mice correlated with the increased AST. Toto 50 failed to induce the shock-like cytokine cascade. In situ hybridization studies indicated that TR339 and TRSB replicated in identical tissues, but the TRSB signal was less widespread at early times postinfection. While Toto 50 also replicated in similar tissues, the extent of replication was severely restricted and mice developed lesions characteristic of encephalitis. A single mutation in TRSB at E2 position 1 (Arg) conferred HS-dependent attachment to cells and was associated with reduced cytokine induction and extended AST in vivo.

Sindbis virus, the prototype member of the Alphavirus genus, is a positive-sense RNA virus with a genome of 11,703 nucleotides (55). Sindbis virus strain AR339, originally isolated in 1952 in Sindbis, Egypt (57), has been used extensively in in vitro studies of the alphavirus life cycle and in studies of its pathogenesis in mice (28, 40, 51, 61). Virtually all of these studies have employed either biological strains derived after passage of Sindbis virus strain AR339 in cultured cells or virus derived from cDNA clones of such passaged viruses (31).

Some laboratory isolates of Sindbis virus strain AR339 cause a rapidly fatal disease in neonatal mice inoculated subcutaneously (s.c.) or intracerebrally (52, 57, 61). With the s.c. route of infection, virus replication is first observed in skeletal muscle, skin, and fibroblast-connective tissue, with virus becoming disseminated throughout the animal by 24 h postinfection (hpi) (14, 61). This early replication leads to virus invasion of the central nervous system and infection of neurons (14, 51, 61). Mortality has been ascribed to fatal encephalitis (14, 51). However, pathology studies have shown little evidence of T- or B-cell-mediated disease with Sindbis virus (14, 15, 29, 61), and neonatal immunodeficient scid mice also succumb to fatal disease (24). Neonatal mice infected intracerebrally with virus constructs expressing inhibitors of apoptosis exhibit reduced mortality (23, 35), suggesting a direct effect of virus replication in neurons on disease outcome. In studies of other laboratory strains, however, overwhelming virus replication and damage in extraneural tissues have been implicated in the induction of a potentially toxic inflammatory cytokine and stress mediator cascade which is associated with neonatal mouse mortality but occurs in the absence of frank encephalitis (61, 63). Therefore, a number of factors may contribute to Sindbis virus-induced mortality, depending upon the virus strain used, the route of inoculation, and the age of the mouse at the time of infection (51, 61, 63, 64).

A difficulty in interpreting these studies is that even virulent laboratory isolates of Sindbis virus strain AR339 that cause 100% mortality contain mutations associated with attenuation of disease in mice (31). Comparisons of laboratory viruses with more extensively cell-adapted strains have resulted in the identification of several loci in the structural glycoproteins and at least one in the 5’ nontranslated region (NTR) that can influence neonatal mouse virulence (28, 31, 40, 51, 61). One class of cell culture-adaptive mutations in the E2 glycoprotein confers...
the ability to use heparan sulfate (HS) as a cell attachment receptor (19, 31). Such mutations arise very rapidly during propagation of AR339 in cell culture (19). Therefore, cell culture-adaptive attenuating mutations may well be embedded in low-passage biological or cDNA-cloned laboratory strains considered to be wild type.

TRSB, the low cell passage strain used in this laboratory, does not induce frank encephalitis in neonatal mice. Instead, the disease is characterized by extensive virus replication in extraneural tissues and the induction of high levels of several proinflammatory cytokines and corticosterone (61, 63), suggestive of a systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) (1, 2, 5). This type of pathogenesis differs significantly from the predominantly encephalopathic disease course that has been associated with Sindbis virus infection previously (14, 51). One possible explanation for this difference is that the shock-like syndrome and the lack of encephalitis in TRSB infection are an artifact of cell culture-adaptive mutations unique to this laboratory strain. A second explanation is that because the TRSB sequence is very close to the consensus sequence of AR339, differing by only three mutations, a systemic inflammatory response may be characteristic of the fully virulent manifestations of Sindbis virus infection, while a more encephalopathic pathogenesis is associated with attenuated laboratory strains.

To test these alternative explanations, we have constructed a cDNA clone comprised of the consensus sequence of Sindbis virus strain AR339 (19, 31). Virus generated from this clone, pTR339, which purges the sequence of several known cell culture-adaptive mutations present in laboratory isolates of Sindbis virus strain AR339, does not rely on HS attachment for cell infection and is likely closer in sequence to the original Sindbis virus strain AR339 isolate than are any of the laboratory strains (31). In the studies reported here, we have compared the pathogenesis of TR339 in neonatal mice with the pathogenesis of TRSB and a more highly cell culture-adapted strain, HR<sub>Toto</sub> (cDNA clone Toto 50). While these viruses replicated in identical tissues, increased mortality and decreased survival time were correlated with higher levels of virus replication and the increased magnitude of induction of proinflammatory cytokines, such as alpha/beta interferon (IFN-α/β), tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), gamma interferon (IFN-γ), and interleukin-6 (IL-6), as well as systemic stress response mediators. These findings strongly suggest (i) that the TR339-infected mice had SIRS, (ii) that the SIRS response in the absence of frank encephalitis contributes significantly to the pathogenesis of fully virulent Sindbis virus strain AR339 in neonatal mice, and (iii) that cell culture-adaptive mutations conferring HS attachment contribute to the attenuation of Sindbis virus laboratory strains.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Viruses.** Construction of the cDNA clones of the biological laboratory strain, pTRSB, and the AR339 consensus sequence virus, pTR339, has been previously described (19, 31). The "p" prefix refers to the plasmid form of the cloned virus.

The three coding differences present in pTR339, compared with pTRSB (Table 1), were introduced individually into the pTRSB background by restriction enzyme fragment exchange from pTR339. Arginine at nsP3 position 528 was obtained with a BssH<sup>I</sup>-HII fragment (clone designated pnsP3 528); serine at E1 position 72 was obtained from a SpeI-HII fragment exchange from pTR339. Arginine at nsP3 position 528 was introduced individually into the pTRSB background by restriction enzyme fragment exchange from pTR339. Arginine at nsP3 position 528 was obtained with a BssH<sup>I</sup>-HII fragment (clone designated pnsP3 528); serine at E1 position 72 was obtained from a SpeI-HII fragment exchange from pTR339. Arginine at nsP3 position 528 was obtained with a BssH<sup>I</sup>-HII fragment (clone designated pnsP3 528); serine at E1 position 72 was obtained from a SpeI-HII fragment exchange from pTR339. Arginine at nsP3 position 528 was obtained with a BssH<sup>I</sup>-HII fragment (clone designated pnsP3 528); serine at E1 position 72 was obtained from a SpeI-HII fragment exchange from pTR339.

**Histopathology and ISH analysis.** After euthanization, the cranial, thoracic, and abdominal cavities of at least two mice per time point were opened and the mice were immersion fixed in a 10% formalin solution (Fisher). Heads and bodies, with the thyroids removed and processed separately, were bisected mid sagittally, embedded in paraffin, and then sectioned. Hematoxylin and cosin (H&E)-stained tissues were examined by light microscopy. In situ hybridization (ISH) analysis for sites of virus replication was performed essentially as described by Trgovich et al. (61). However, a negative control probe derived from the EBER gene of Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) was used. Controls consisted of infected-mouse tissues incubated with the EBV probe and uninfected-mouse tissues incubated with the virus-specific probe. Photomicrographs were taken on a Nikon photomicroscope.

**LPS treatment.** Neonatal mice were injected intraperitoneally with lipopolysaccharide (LPS; *Escherichia coli* 111:226; Sigma) at 30 mg/kg in 20 μl of VB. In preliminary titrations, this dose caused 95% to 100% mortality. LPS- and mock-treated mice were sacrificed at 20 hpi for RNA (liver, brain, and pooled) and histopathological (3 mice per time point) analyses as described above. LPS-treated mice were also sacrificed for assay at 28 hpi.

**TABLE 1. Amino acid differences and binding phenotypes of viruses used in pathogenesis studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>nsP3 528</th>
<th>E2 1</th>
<th>E1 72</th>
<th>Mean binding&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; ± SD</th>
<th>Mean specific infectivity&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR339</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Ser</td>
<td>Ala</td>
<td>7.4 ± 1</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRSB</td>
<td>Gin</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>100.0 ± 16.1</td>
<td>100.0 ± 15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsP3 528</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>131.6 ± 31.8</td>
<td>118.4 ± 18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2SI</td>
<td>Gin</td>
<td>Ser</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>8.0 ± 4</td>
<td>6.6 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 72</td>
<td>Gin</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>89.5 ± 15.4</td>
<td>68.3 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toto 50&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>Ser</td>
<td>Val</td>
<td>372.8 ± 81.9</td>
<td>539.3 ± 86.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Viruses other than Toto 50 are isogenic except for the indicated loci.*

<sup>a</sup> Relative binding to BHK cells; all values are normalized to TRSB = 100.

<sup>b</sup> Relative numbers of BHK cell PFU per minute of radiolabeled virus; all values are normalized to TRSB = 100.

<sup>d</sup> Toto 50 differs from the consensus sequence at eight coding positions and nucleotide 5 of the 3<sup>'</sup> NTR.
RESULTS

Five noncoding and three coding differences distinguish the Sindbis virus AR339 consensus sequence from that of our laboratory strain cDNA clone, pTRSB (31) (Table 1). None of the noncoding differences are located in identified alphavirus cis-acting sequences, and they have not been considered as candidate loci affecting pathogenesis. In comparison, the HRsp (biological progenitor of clone Toto 50) sequence differs at eight coding positions and at nucleotide 5 of the 5' NTR. Four of these loci have been identified previously as affecting AR339 pathogenesis in mice (28, 31). Based on mortality and AST, TR339 is the most virulent of these viruses, followed, in order of decreasing virulence, by TRSB and Toto 50 (19, 51, 61). To evaluate the relative contribution of each of the differences between TRSB and TR339 to the greater virulence of TR339, we have constructed cDNA clones with each TR339 difference residue substituted separately into the TRSB background (Table 1).

Binding to BHK cells. The Ser (TR339)-to-Arg (TRSB) difference at position 1 of the E2 structural glycoprotein confers a significant increase in binding of TRSB to BHK cells, and this binding is dependent upon the presence of cell surface HS (19). Binding studies are virus dependent at the three coding positions that distinguish TRSB and TR339 indicated that only the Ser-to-Arg change at E2 position 1 resulted in a large difference in attachment to BHK cells (Table 1). The specific infectivity of the viruses covaried with binding, suggesting that the relative ability to establish infection of the cells was determined by attachment efficiency (Table 1). The binding and infectivity of Toto 50 were significantly greater than those of the other viruses. Previous studies indicate that this virus also attaches to HS receptors on cultured cells (13, 19). The specific infectivity data suggest that in terms of the numbers of PFU determined on BHK cells, virus particle-to-PFU ratios are very different between these viruses, with Toto 50 < TRSB, nsP3 528, and E1 72 < E2S1 and TR339. TR339 ranged from 20- to 100-fold less infectious per count per minute for BHK cells than TRSB, and Toto 50 was 3- to 5-fold more infectious for BHK cells than was TRSB. This suggests that BHK cell plaque assays significantly underestimate the number of TR339 particles relative to those of TRSB and Toto 50.

Virulence in neonatal mice. TR339 exhibited increased virulence over the laboratory strain virus TRSB, resulting in very rapid death of all infected mice and a significant reduction in AST (two-tailed Student t test, P < 0.01) compared with TRSB (Fig. 1 and Table 2). When the three coding differences between TRSB and TR339 were evaluated individually, it was found that substitution of the TR339 Ser for the TRSB Arg at E2 position 1 was sufficient to confer virulence similar to that of TR339 (P > 0.1). The residues at nsP3 position 528 and E1 position 72 had no significant effect on virulence (P > 0.4). In comparison, Toto 50 showed only ~30% mortality and a greatly extended AST, consistent with previous reports (51).

The differences among TRSB-like viruses, TR339-like viruses, and Toto 50 in specific infectivity for BHK cells (Table 1) indicate that mouse inocula comprised of equal numbers of BHK PFU would contain more TR339-like virus particles. However, in preliminary virus titration experiments, ASTs of

TABLE 2. Mortality and AST of neonatal mice infected with the viruses used in the current studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>No. of mice</th>
<th>Mortality (%)</th>
<th>AST (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR339</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2S1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRSB</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nsP3 528</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.8 ± 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1 72</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toto 50</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>11.0 ± 4.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TR339- and E2S1-infected neonates did not vary significantly when mice were given between 1,000 and 0.01 BHK PFU (data not shown). This indicates that TR339-like viruses are intrinsically more virulent than TRSB-like viruses. Similarly, the AST and percent mortality of TRSB-infected mice did not vary with decreasing dose (data not shown), confirming that Toto 50 particles are intrinsically less virulent regardless of the dose.

**Virus replication in neonatal mice.** Twelve- to 24-h-old CD-1 mice were infected s.c. with 10^3 PFU of each virus listed in Table 1. Mice were sacrificed at 12-h intervals through 72 hpi, and infectious virus titers in brain suspensions and serum were determined on BHK cells. Consistent with the virulence studies, serum virus titers indicated that TR339 replicated to higher titers at all times postinfection (Fig. 2A) and that substitution of Ser for Arg at E2 position 1 in the TRSB background was sufficient to confer this phenotype. Virus with the TR339 residues at nsP3 position 528 or E1 position 72 in the TRSB background segregated with TRSB, and Toto 50 exhibited lower titers at all times. As indicated by the cell infectivity assays described above, BHK cell plaque assays likely underestimate the numbers of TR339 and E2S1 particles relative to those of TRSB, nsP3 528, and E1 72 and similarly overestimate the number of Toto 50 particles. Adjustment of the titration results for BHK cell infectivity would increase TR339 and E2S1 titers by 15- to 20-fold and decrease Toto 50 titers by 3- to 5-fold. Likewise, while brain BHK cell titers indicated no significant differences between TRSB and TR339 between 24 and 60 hpi, regardless of the residue at nsP3 position 528, E2 position 1, or E1 position 72 (Fig. 2B), adjustment for BHK cell infectivity would indicate higher titers for TR339 and E2S1. A clear lag in brain replication was seen at 12 hpi with TRSB, nsP3 528, and E1 72, and replacing the consensus Ser with Arg at TRSB E2 position 1 was sufficient to overcome the lag. Even without BHK cell infectivity adjustment, Toto 50 brain titers were lowest at all times postinfection.
Induction of proinflammatory cytokines and stress mediators. In infections of neonatal mice with TRSB and an attenuated mutant, a correlation was established among induction of IFN-α/β, TNF-α, and corticosterone; a high virus titer; and mortality (61, 63). The presence of TNF-α and corticosterone suggested a previously unrecognized SIRS component in Sindbis virus disease. To test whether this pathology was an anomalous manifestation of one of the mutations present in TRSB or whether the consensus sequence virus also was associated with the shock-like syndrome, these parameters, as well as IFN-γ and IL-6, were measured in pooled animal sera at 12-h intervals after infection. In addition, assays were performed on sera of individual mice at 24, 36, and 48 hpi, times determined in preliminary assays to correspond to peak cytokine induction (data not shown). The results shown in Fig. 3 to 5 demonstrate that TR339, comprising the consensus Sindbis virus AR339 sequence, induced an even more severe shock-like response than TRSB and that the greater intensity of this response was correlated with increased virulence.

Induction of IFN-α/β correlated with serum virus titer for all of the viruses tested (Fig. 3A). This is consistent with previous reports of IFN-α/β induction in Sindbis virus-infected mice (e.g., reference 61). Comparing TR339 and TRSB, IFN-α/β induction segregated with the Ser-Arg change at E2 position 1. TR339- and E2S1-infected animals produced severalfold higher IFN-α/β titers at all times postinfection, peaking at nearly $2 \times 10^6$ IU/ml. Serum TNF-α levels also were closely correlated with virulence (Fig. 3B). TR339 and E2S1 peak values approached 4,000 pg/ml and were roughly twofold higher than those of TRSB, nsP3 528, and E1 72. Infection with Toto 50 produced low levels of IFN-α/β and TNF-α. For both IFN-α/β and TNF-α, levels in individual mice were generally consistent with those from pooled samples (Fig. 3C and D). TR339 and E2S1 induced peak levels of TNF-α significantly higher than those of TRSB, nsP3 528, and E1 72 ($P < 0.02$), and these levels were significantly higher than that of Toto 50 (TRSB, $P < 0.01$; nsP3 528, $P = 0.03$; E1 72, $P < 0.01$). Levels of TNF-α similar to those for TRSB and TR339 have been associated with a fatal outcome in LPS-treated adult mice and in models of bacterial sepsis (4, 25, 50, 59), and high levels of IFN-α/β cause liver, spleen, and thymus pathology in neonatal mice (9).

Since measures of virulence such as AST, virus titer, and induction of IFN-α/β and TNF-α segregate with the Ser-to-Arg substitution at E2 position 1, one representative of each group (TRSB or TR339) was analyzed further in combination with Toto 50. The magnitude of IFN-γ and IL-6 induction also correlated with virus virulence (Fig. 4A and B). IFN-γ was produced in a burst at 24 hpi, with levels falling by 36 hpi, perhaps revealing an early effect of stimulation of NK or T cells. IL-6 induction increased during infection to levels approaching 10,000 pg/ml with TR339, almost twofold higher than TRSB-induced levels. Although the kinetics of induction were slightly variable between animals, IFN-γ and IL-6 levels in sera of individual mice were consistent with those in pooled samples (data not shown), with TR339-induced levels significantly higher than TRSB-induced levels ($P = 0.01$ for IFN-γ; $P < 0.01$ for IL-6) and TRSB-induced levels significantly higher than Toto 50-induced levels ($P < 0.01$ for both).

Induction of the systemic stress mediator corticosterone is implicated in a feedback mechanism by which proinflammatory cytokine responses are damped during septic shock, with production of corticosterone potentially mediated through direct action of IL-6 or IL-1β on the hypothalamic-pituitary axis (46, 47, 60). Corticosterone levels in pooled sera from TR339- and TRSB-infected mice increased through 60 hpi, with levels in TR339-infected mice rising earlier and to a higher peak level and reflecting the virulence of the inducing virus (Fig. 5). These results suggest that the proximal stress hormone-inducing factor is closely correlated with virus replication. Pooled samples from Toto 50-infected mice exhibited only mild stress mediator induction with serum levels approximately 10-fold lower than TRSB-induced levels and greater than 20-fold lower than TR339-induced levels.

**ISH and histopathological analyses.** To determine if any quantitative or qualitative differences in sites or extent of virus replication correlated with virulence differences, tissue sections from TR339-, TRSB-, and Toto 50-infected mice were evaluated by ISH for sites of viral RNA production. H&E-stained sections were observed for pathological changes. Sections from mock-infected animals treated with the Sindbis virus-specific probe and virus-infected animals treated with an EBV-specific probe showed no positive signal other than occasional staining of keratinized skin epithelium (found with all probes and in mock-infected animals), indicating that the ISH signal was specific for sites of Sindbis virus genome expression.

At 12 hpi, a positive punctate ISH signal was seen consistently in skin, periosteum, and skeletal muscle associated with the site of inoculation in TR339-infected mice (data not shown). In addition, an occasional signal was observed in similar tissues distant from the inoculation site. With TRSB, the virus signal was not seen consistently at the inoculation site and was less intense and less widespread when observed. No ISH signal was found at 12 hpi in mice infected with Toto 50, and pathological changes were not observed with any of the viruses at 12 hpi (data not shown).

By 24 hpi, TR339-infected mice exhibited a diffuse positive signal in skeletal muscle and fibroblast-connective tissue throughout the animal, extending into the tail, feet, legs, and head. In addition, a focal signal was observed in the dermis of the skin, brown fat, myocardium, heart valves (Fig. 6A), lungs, liver, kidneys, diaphragm, spleen, and gastrointestinal tract smooth muscle (data not shown). This was accompanied occasionally by infiltration of mononuclear cells in skeletal muscle and the heart. However, at this time, while virus titers could be detected in brains (see above), only rare positive ISH signal foci could be observed (data not shown). As described above, proinflammatory cytokines and stress mediators were induced significantly over the background by 24 hpi, apparently in the absence of significant virus genome expression in the brain.

**FIG. 5.** Corticosterone levels in pooled sera of infected neonatal mice. Samples represent pooled sera from 5 to 10 mice infected with TRSB (○), TR339 (▲), or Toto 50 (+) and mock-infected mice (●).
FIG. 6. Histopathological and ISH analyses of virus-infected neonatal mice. (A) ISH showing virus replication in the myocardium and valves (arrow) of the heart at 24 hpi (original magnification, ×40). (B) ISH of the caudal portion of a midsagittal section through the body of a TR339-infected mouse sacrificed at 60 hpi (original magnification, ×10). Arrows indicate virus replication in the skeletal muscle (a), the diaphragm (b), and the muscularis of the gut (c). (C) ISH showing confluent virus replication in skeletal muscle of a TR339-infected mouse at 60 hpi (original magnification, ×100). (D) ISH showing focal replication of Toto 50 at 48 hpi (original magnification, ×100).
This suggests that virus replication in peripheral tissues is responsible for induction of cytokines measured in serum. TRSB signal was present in virtually identical tissue types and sites; however, the signal was less intense and less widespread. In Toto 50-infected mice, the positive ISH signal was confined to focal sites in skeletal muscle, the lungs, and connective tissue and no signal was observed in the brain (data not shown).

The ISH signal was more widespread in TR339-infected mice prior to 60 hpi, at which time the signal extent was equivalent between TRSB and TR339 (Fig. 6B and C). By 60 hpi, an intense ISH signal was found in virtually all of the skeletal muscle and fibroblast-connective tissue of the animals (Fig. 6B and C). A signal also was observed in the myocardium and heart valves (data not shown), the smooth muscle of the intestinal tract, and the capsular-endothelial tissue of the liver, kidneys, and lungs (Fig. 6B). H&E-stained sections revealed widespread and dramatic necrosis and/or apoptosis of virus-infected skeletal muscle in association with occasional mononuclear cell infiltrates (Fig. 6E). In addition, apoptotic and/or necrotic cells associated with occasional mononuclear cell infiltrates were noted in virus-infected esophageal muscle, lungs, dermis of the skin (Fig. 7B), brown fat, and smooth muscle of the intestinal tract. All types of tissue damage were more common and more severe in TR339-infected animals. Diminution of subcutaneous fat was first observed at 24 hpi and was striking in TRSB- and TR339-infected mice by 48 to 60 hpi, compared to mock- or Toto 50-infected mice (Fig. 7A and B).

In the brain, sites of virus replication were widely distributed at 60 hpi and were associated with cells of neuronal morphology. However, infection was focal (Fig. 6F), in contrast to the nearly complete infection of skeletal muscle and connective tissue in the periphery (Fig. 6B and C), and neither inflammatory changes, morphological signs of severe cellular necrosis or apoptosis, nor extensive mononuclear cell infiltration was apparent with either TR339 or TRSB infection (Fig. 6G). A slight increase in the number of condensed and fragmented cell nuclei was observed in the brains of virus-infected mice late in infection (data not shown). However, similar changes were occasionally seen in mock-infected animals and were also observed in LPS-treated mice (see below). This was in contrast to the severe damage associated with virus replication in the skin, skeletal muscle, and connective tissue (Fig. 6E and 7B). Tissue types exhibiting a positive signal in Toto 50-infected mice were indistinguishable from those of mice infected with TRSB and TR339; however, the virus signal was confined to focal sites, was not associated with infiltrating cells, and did not appear to have spread significantly after 36 hpi (Fig. 6D).

H&E-stained sections from Toto 50-infected mice at 6, 8, and 10 days postinfection also were examined. By 6 to 8 days, signs of encephalitis, such as perivascular cuffing, infiltration of mononuclear cells, and focal tissue necrosis, were observed (Fig. 6H).

Consistent with previous reports (29, 61), severe lympholysis in the absence of virus replication was noted in the thymuses of mice infected with TRSB and TR339; however, this pathological change was mild to nonexistent in Toto 50- or mock-infected animals (Fig. 7C to E). Severity of thymic lesions correlated with virulence, as damage in TRSB-infected animals was generally confined to cortical regions, while the thymuses of TR339-infected animals exhibited nearly confluent lympholysis. In addition, apoptosis and/or necrosis, either in the complete absence of virus replication or in areas with occasional ISH-positive cells, was observed in cells of bone marrow, hematopoietic clusters of the liver (Fig. 7G and H), follicular marginal zones of the spleen (Fig. 7I and J), and gut-associated lymphoid tissue. As both TNF-α and corticosterone have been implicated in the induction of apoptosis of hematopoietic and lymphoid cells (12, 17), these characteristic SIRS lesions may be a sensitive indicator of the magnitude of the host response to infection with Sindbis virus.

**Treatment of mice with LPS.** High-dose LPS treatment of mice causes mortality due to massive induction of proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-6, and IL-1β (reviewed in reference 2). LPS treatment has been used as a model of SIRS in experimental animal models (reviewed in reference 10). TNF-α has been directly implicated in mortality due to shock, while IFN-γ appears to prime cells to the cytotoxic effects of TNF-α (6, 16) and to increase induction of TNF-α (7). Major pathophysiological changes associated with induction of TNF-α or administration of TNF-α or LPS to adult animals include tachypnea; hypotension; blood acidosis; diminished cardiac output; focal hemorrhage in the lungs, adrenal glands, and pancreas; frank necrosis of the bowel associated with polymorphonuclear cell infiltration and focal loss of epithelium; tubular necrosis of the kidneys; occlusion of pulmonary arteries by polymorphonuclear cells; disseminated intravascular coagulation; apoptosis of thymocytes, bone marrow cells, and splenocytes; and disruption of adipocyte metabolism (58, 59).

To determine the relationship of pathology associated with the LPS-induced SIRS model to that found in TR339-infected neonatal mice, mice were treated with lethal doses of LPS and then H&E-stained tissue sections and cytokine and stress mediator profiles were evaluated. Virtually all of the mice that succumbed to the LPS treatment did so prior to 30 hpi (data not shown). Similar to virulent Sindbis virus-infected mice, LPS-treated neonatal mice exhibited cellular changes morphologically consistent with apoptosis in the thymus, bone marrow, spleen, gut-associated lymphoid tissue, and hematopoietic clusters in the liver. Thymocyte damage was first evident at 4 hpi, becoming severe by 20 hpi. However, lympholysis was frequently confined to cortical regions, as opposed to the confluent lympholysis observed with TR339-infected mice after 48 hpi (Fig. 7F). Other similarities between virus-infected and LPS-treated mice included an increase in condensed and fragmented cell nuclei in the brain and a marked diminution of subcutaneous fat (data not shown). However, frank necrosis of the bowel, loss of intestinal epithelium, and infiltration of mononuclear cells into the intestinal mucosa, submucosa, and lungs, as described for adult animals treated with LPS, were not found in neonatal mice.

Cytokine induction in response to LPS treatment exhibited both quantitative and qualitative differences from the response to virus infection. TNF-α and IL-6 were induced by 2 hpi and reached peak levels greater than 10-fold and 5-fold higher than in TR339-infected mice, respectively (Fig. 8A and B). Levels of both cytokines returned to the baseline between 8 and 20 hpi.
FIG. 7. Histopathological analysis of virus-infected and LPS-treated neonatal mice. (A) Skin of a Toto 50-infected mouse sacrificed at 48 hpi which was indistinguishable from that of mock-infected controls (the arrow indicates subcutaneous fat deposits) (original magnification, ×200). (B) Analogous section from a TR339-infected mouse sacrificed at 48 hpi (the arrow indicates apoptotic and/or necrotic cells in the dermis of the skin) (original magnification, ×200). (C to F) Arrows indicate the thymus cortex, and double arrows indicate the medulla. (C) Thymus from a Toto 50-infected mouse sacrificed at 48 hpi (original magnification, ×400).
(prior to the time of death of most animals), in contrast to those of virus-infected mice, which exhibited elevated TNF-α at all times after 12 hpi. In LPS-treated mice, IFN-γ levels rose after 4 hpi, peaking at levels similar to those found in TR339-infected mice (Fig. 8C), while corticosterone levels increased by 2 hpi and remained elevated through 28 hpi (Fig. 8D). In contrast to those of virus-infected mice, IFN-α/β levels did not rise significantly (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

These studies have utilized a genetic approach to determine if the shock-like induction of TNF-α and corticosterone that is characteristic of TRSB infection (61, 63) is (i) an anomalous manifestation of cell-adaptive mutations in this laboratory strain of Sindbis virus or (ii) a previously unrecognized pathology reflective of Sindbis virus strains closer to the native Sindbis virus sequence. To test this hypothesis, the pathogenesis of TRSB was compared with that of TR339, a virus representing the consensus sequence of Sindbis virus AR339 strains. In addition, TRSB pathogenesis was compared to that of Toto 50, a virus with even greater divergence from the consensus sequence.

TRSB infection was characterized by disseminated virus replication in skeletal muscle and fibroblast-connective tissue, followed by invasion of and widespread replication in the central nervous system. Virus replication resulted in induction of high levels of TNF-α, IFN-γ, IFN-α/β, IL-6, and corticosterone in serum, reminiscent of cytokine induction during LPS-induced shock or gram-negative bacterial sepsis (reviewed in reference 2), two causes of SIRS (1, 5). Reduction of the divergence from the consensus sequence led to a SIRS disease even more intense than that caused by TRSB. The Sindbis virus AR339 consensus sequence virus, TR339, produced higher titers in serum, spread more rapidly within the mouse, and resulted in the induction of higher levels of proinflammatory cytokines that correlated with significantly reduced survival time.
Conversely, increased divergence from the consensus sequence diminished the SIRS disease signs and led to encephalitic pathology. The extensively divergent Toto 50 produced the lowest virus titers, limited cytokine induction, and signs of encephalitis with little pathological evidence of SIRS. This was correlated with extended survival time and reduced mortality relative to those obtained with TRSB.

Virulence differences between TRSB and TR339 were mapped to a single amino acid polymorphism at position 1 of the E2 structural glycoprotein (Ser in TR339, Arg in TRSB). The E2 Arg at position 1 conferred a large increase in binding to BHK cells and to a number of other cultured cell types. This binding was previously shown to be dependent upon cell surface HS (18, 19). Likewise, Toto 50 bound to BHK cells three- to fivefold more efficiently than did TRSB. This virus contains a mutation (Glu to Lys at E2 position 70) which confers attachment to HS (18, 19). Hence, the presence of mutations that confer HS-dependent attachment to cells is correlated with attenuation of the SIRS disease in neonatal mice, most likely arising from reduced rates and extents of virus replication within infected mice. However, the severely attenuated phenotype of Toto 50 likely results not only from the E2 position 70 Lys mutation but also from other mutations at loci in E1, E2, and the 5’ NTR previously shown to affect virulence in mice.

**Cytokine profiles and induced pathology in virus-infected and LPS-treated mice.** The cytokine and stress mediator profiles observed in these and related studies (61, 63) suggest a connection between the early host response to Sindbis virus infection and mouse mortality. In studies in which proinflammatory cytokine responses to Sindbis virus infection have been measured by quantitative techniques, increased peak levels of cytokines in serum have always correlated with increased mortality and/or decreased AST (48, 62, 63). In addition, the levels of TNF-α present in sera of TR339- and TRSB-infected mice are similar to those reported in SIRS models such as fatal LPS treatment of adult mice and with fatal gram-negative sepsis (4, 25, 50, 60). However, in contrast to transient TNF-α production in LPS-induced shock, mice infected with highly virulent Sindbis virus strains exhibited elevated levels of TNF-α that persisted until death. Sustained levels of TNF-α are closely correlated with mortality in human sepsis studies (4).

Characteristic histological signs of LPS- or TNF-α-mediated (SIRS) pathology, i.e., thymic involution, apoptosis in the spleen and bone marrow, destruction of hematopoietic cells in the liver, and depletion of adipocytes were present in TRSB-infected mice in the absence of colocalized virus replication. Consistent with higher inflammatory cytokine levels in TR339-infected mice, all of these signs were more severe. Such pathological changes in TR339-infected mice were similar to or more severe than in mice treated with lethal doses of LPS. In contrast, TNF-α and IL-6 induction in LPS-treated neonates was significantly greater than that observed with TR339 infection but of shorter duration, consistent with reported differences between LPS-treated and septic animals (2). Together, these results provide a strong circumstantial case for involvement of SIRS in disease induced by virulent Sindbis virus.

There also may be significant differences between conventional shock-sepsis models and the disease produced in Sindbis virus-infected neonatal mice. Murine cytomegalovirus infection of mice produces a qualitatively different inflammatory response than LPS-induced shock in that murine cytomegalovirus induces corticosterone by an IL-6-dependent pathway while LPS-induced corticosterone is IL-6 independent (46). In the Sindbis virus model, we have been unable to reliably detect higher levels of IL-1β in infected animals compared to mock-infected controls (data not shown). This result, in combination with the induction of high levels of IFN-α/β only in virus-infected mice, indicates possible qualitative differences between SIRS induced by LPS and that induced by Sindbis virus.

Likewise, as few studies have evaluated in detail the effect of high levels of proinflammatory cytokines on neonatal animals, there may be significant differences in their responses compared to those of adults. Consistent with the results described in this report, previous treatment of neonatal mice with recombinant TNF-α failed to produce the characteristic lung and gastrointestinal tract pathology associated with high levels of TNF-α in adult animals (9). In addition, limited inflammatory cell infiltrates in LPS-treated and Sindbis virus-infected neonatal mice may reflect defects in polymorphonuclear cell activation, chemotaxis, and production of several cytokines documented for neonatal animals (21, 26, 30, 32).

**Cytokine-mediated cell damage.** We observed condensed and fragmented cell nuclei in many peripheral tissues of TRSB- and TR339-infected mice, both in association with and in the absence of virus replication. Similar, although much less extensive, pathological changes were observed in the brains of LPS-treated and virus-infected mice. Induction of proinflammatory cytokines has been associated with potentiation of both apoptotic and necrotic tissue injury in animal models of viral and other diseases (8, 33, 34, 39, 42, 45, 49, 56, 60). Apoptosis has been documented in the intestines, livers, lungs, fat, thymuses, and endothelial cells of LPS- and TNF-α-treated mice (3, 11) and in one study was causally linked to mortality (11). In neonatal infections, the blood-brain barrier may be more permeable (53) and permeability can be enhanced by circulating cytokines (27, 41). Hence, cells in the neonatal central nervous system may be subject to effects of host factors secreted into the blood, contributing to pathological changes observed with Sindbis virus infection or LPS treatment.

Moreover, virus infection of cells may alter responses to cytokines. In vitro and in vivo sensitivity to TNF-α-mediated cytolysis is greatly enhanced by inhibitors of cellular transcription and/or translation (3, 22, 33, 54), and infection with several viruses sensitizes cells to the cytotoxic effects of TNF-α (20, 37, 44). A primary effect of Sindbis virus infection is repression of host cell transcription, DNA replication, and translation (55). It is possible that Sindbis virus-infected cells have altered sensitivity to the effects of TNF-α or other circulating host factors.

**Proximal cause of death due to Sindbis virus infection.** A particularly complicating factor in these neonatal mouse studies may be the relatively unrestrained replication of virulent Sindbis virus, leading to extensive damage to virus-infected cells and extensive damage to cells as a consequence of proinflammatory cytokine induction. Fatal outcome may reflect the cooperative activities of several pathologic mechanisms, any one of which could result in mortality if allowed to manifest fully. However, these studies suggest that SIRS is a major contributing factor in virulent Sindbis virus disease in which disseminated infection results in multiple pathological conditions and rapid death. Moreover, the SIRS component of Sindbis virus-induced disease in neonatal animals is observed only with strains closely reflecting the consensus sequence of the virus and not with strains extensively adapted to cell culture replication. This underscores the necessity of the identification and elimination of the effects of tissue culture adaptation on viral strains used in animal models of disease.
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